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This paper presents an ultrasonography-based augmented reality guidance system. We achieved high accuracy of each calibration step and successfully made a visual guided robotic needle insertion experiment.

1 Introduction

Two main limitations in minimally invasive robotic surgery (MIRS) are the restricted field of view of the workspace and the lack of tactile and force feedback during the intervention. To compensate these limitations and provide complementary information, some MIRS bring ultrasonography (US) into the operating room to image the surgical area in real-time (e.g. [1] used US in transoral robotic resection of oropharyngeal tumors). This information can then be brought into the surgeon view by mean of augmented reality (AR) techniques to guide his/her gesture [2].

In this paper, we propose a simplified and easy to set up US-based AR guidance system. For this, we developed a new joint localization/calibration framework for the three-dimensional (3D) US probe based on an own-designed calibration phantom. This framework associated to stereoscopic camera allowed us to display the information from the US data to video-see-through display device (such as head-mounted display or a console viewer as in the da Vinci Surgical System). The usability of the whole system has been proved in a needle insertion experiment.

2 System overview

The objective was to display and overlay the preoperative information (e.g. a 3D model of the target as in Fig.1) to the stereo camera view. In the intraoperative stage, the target was localized by a calibrated 3D US device, as shown in Fig.1 Since the US probe was calibrated with an attached position sensor (an active marker s), the spatial position and orientation of the US data were known in the coordinate system of the position sensor s, and so in the world coordinate system of the tracking system w. Meanwhile, the stereo camera c was also calibrated and localized according to w. This allowed us to register the preoperative information to the camera view. The two key points of this system were the US calibration/localization, and the camera-tracking system calibration.

3 Ultrasound calibration

The objective of the calibration procedure was to determine a rigid transformation \( T_s \) (Fig.1) between the position sensor attached on the probe and the US data.

The proposed calibration approach was based on an own-designed phantom with known geometrical properties, as depicted in Fig.2a Compared to many conventional phantom-based methods using two references...
(one for the probe and the other one for the phantom) [3, 4], there was only one reference s used in our design (Fig.2b). It greatly simplified the calibration procedure and highly improved the accuracy, because $^wT_s$ can be estimated by only a registration between the phantom in the acquired 3D US data and the phantom mesh model.

The setup of Fig.2b was placed into a water tank for US scanning, and the acquired data shown in Fig 3 was segmented. We generated a mesh model from the segmentation, and registered it to the model in Fig 2a with surface ICP registration method in 3D Slicer [5].
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Figure 2: (a) calibration phantom mesh model; (b) calibration design: the phantom, the marker and the US probe were fixed together.

![Figure 3](image2.png)

Figure 3: Acquired 3D US data.

4 Camera - tracking system calibration

A stereo camera was used for the 3D view, and it was calibrated by the classic chessboard-based method [6] with OpenCV [7]. Camera - tracking system calibration meant to determine the camera view in the world coordinate system $w$ in Fig 1. For this, we used the marker s as common information between the camera and the world coordinate system $w$. The calibration problem can simply be solved by locating (currently manually) the position of the 4 LEDs of $s$ in the stereo camera view. For the moment, this calibration is only valid when the tracking system and the camera are in a fixed pose. Hereby, we will attach a marker on the camera for tracking its movement in the future work.

![Figure 4](image3.png)

Figure 4: (a) target: a plastic plane with 11 holes embedded in gel; (b) augmented 3D mesh model of the plastic plane in the camera view.

5 Result and conclusion

Calibration setup: we used the tracking system Atracsys easyTrack 500 (0.1mm RMS at 1 meter distance) with the Atracsys active marker (0.04mm RMS calibration error). The calibration phantom was printed by Stratasys Fortus 400mc 3D Printer with resolution 0.178mm. OpenCV estimated the calibration error of the stereo camera to be 0.28mm RMS. In order to estimate the influence of the human interaction for the camera-tracking system calibration, we asked 10 people for manually locating the 4 LEDs in the camera view. Compared to the real LEDs position, the highest error in the manually location estimation was 0.275mm. The accuracy of the 3D US probe calibration was estimated by the fiducial registration error (FRE) between the mesh model segmented from US data and the designed phantom model. In our experiment, the FRE was 0.86mm. We also estimated the error between the calibration phantom in the stereo camera view and its mesh model by comparing 4 pairs of vertices. The resulting RMS error was 1.971mm.

Needle insertion experiment: we used our guidance system to help to insert some needles into 11 holes of 1.5mmØ in a plastic plane embedded in opaque gel (Fig.4a). The 3D model of the plastic plane was used as preoperative information which simulated the preoperative MRI/CT information in the real surgery scenario. In the intraoperative stage, we set the 3D US probe on the gel to image the plastic plane. This allowed us to locate the plastic plane and project its 3D model on the camera view (Fig.4b). The user inserted the needles according to the augmented information in the camera view. We performed first a set of 7 manual insertion experiments, and succeeded in 67 times out of 77 holes. Then, we simulated a robotic surgery scenario with the Raven II Surgical Robot holding the needles for insertion without force feedback. After several times practicing, the operator was able to insert the needles into most of the 11 holes by controlling the robotic arms.

In conclusion, we presented an US-based AR guidance system with high accuracy in the design and each calibration step. The needle insertion experiment shown the feasibility of the application in MIS scenarios.
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